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        THE GAME FAIR & BFCC FLY CASTING DAILY COMPETITION 

RULES OF COMPETITION 

Please note rules may change slightly and should be checked on nearer the time. 

1. The Daily Competition is open to everyone, except that those entering the Championship are not 

eligible to enter.  Competitors need not be resident in the UK.  

2. There are different ‘classes’ for each daily (Friday & Saturday) competition event: 

 #7 single-handed event - Junior 13 and under, Junior 14-17, male & female 

 S55g double-handed Salmon Overhead event – Junior (under 18), male & female 

 15ft double-handed Spey – male & female   

3. Competitors will compete with the rod, reel and line outfit provided by the Daily Competition 

organisers.  For the #7 event this is a #7 AtomSix rod with a Barrio GT125 fly line and for the double 

handed events (S55g and Spey) this will be a 15ft double handed Mackenzie rod with an appropriate 

shooting head floating line. 

4. Each competitor will be given three minutes casting time for the #7 event and four minutes for the 

S55g and Spey events.  The running line can be on the pontoon and the fly-line in the water at the 

start. Approved casts only during the competition time will be judged. For the Spey, competitors must 

reposition the line to outside the marker rope before their initial and subsequent casts within this 

time period.  The distance will be judged as the landing point of the tag on the completion of each 

cast in the direction of the marking rope. For the Spey, this will be on the outside of the Target rope. 

Competitors should ensure that the judges have marked the cast before recasting. 

5. General Rules are as follows: 

 Leader will be attached to a ~25mm brightly coloured wool substitute tag, without weight, in 
place of a fly, i.e. no hooks, treated so as to ensure it floats.  

 Eye protection must be worn. 

 No wrist supports or other attachments that might give a mechanical advantage. 

 Any time-outs will be at the discretion of the timing judge; typically as a result of losing the 
wool fly. 

6. The Daily Competition prize will be awarded to the competitor who is judged to have cast the 
greatest distance during the day; for the Spey event this must be by using an approved Spey Cast.* 

7. Should the same distance be cast by two or more of the top competitors during the event, then 
these competitors will take part in a cast off – a timed session with the defined outfit – where the 
caster with the furthest distance will be the winner.  

8. Prizes will only be given if there is a minimum of two casters entered into that event and category. 
Winners will be announced at 3:15pm and prizes awarded at 3:30pm. 

9. Failure to abide by any of the above rules and guidelines could result in the disqualification of a 
competitor. The decision of the judges is final. 

* An approved Spey Cast will be deemed as: 

• Any form of Roll or Spey Cast which incorporates an angle change of a least thirty degrees as defined 
with marker ropes laid out at the competition. 

• A cast during which some part of the casting line or leader alights on the water no further than two 
rod lengths away from the competitor, to forma an “anchor and D loop” in the accepted casting sense. 


